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Introduction

One of the most common requirements of business English is holding meetings in English.
The following sections provide useful language and phrases for conducting meetings and
making contributions to a meeting.

You should make as many additional notes as you want.

This is not an exhaustive review of the English language used in business meetings; rather it
is intended to start you off.
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Overview of the structure of a typical business meeting

Meetings generally follow a more or less similar structure and can be divided into the
following parts:

In troductions

Opening the Meeting
Welcoming and Introducing Participants
Stating the Principal Objectives of a Meeting
Giving Apologies for Someone Who is absent

Reviewing Past Business

Reading the Minutes (notes) of the Last Meeting
Dealing with Recent Developments

Beginning the Meet ing

Introducing the Agenda
Allocating Roles (secretary, participants)
Agreeing on the Ground Rules for the Meeting (contributions, timing, decision-making, etc.)

Discussing Items

Introducing the First Item on the Agenda
Closing an Item
Next Item
Giving Control to the Next Participant

Finishing the Meeting

Summarizing
Finishing Up
Suggesting and Agreeing on Time, Date and Place for the Next Meeting
Thanking Participants for Attending
Closing the Meeting
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Participating in a Meeting

The following phrases are used to participate in a meeting. These phrases are useful for
expressing your ideas and giving input to a meeting.

Getting the Chairperson's Attent ion

(Mister/Madam) chairman.
May I have a word?
If I may, I think...
Excuse me for interrupting.
May I come in here?

Giv ing Opin ions

I'm positive that ...
I (really) feel that ...
In my opinion ...
The way I see things...
If you ask me ... I tend to think that...

Asking for Opinions
Are you positive that...
Do you (really) think that...?
(Name of participant) can we get your input?
How do you feel about...?

Commenting

That's interesting.
I never thought about it that way before.
Good point!
I get your point.
I see what you mean.

Agreeing

I totally agree with you.
Exactly!
That's (exactly) the way I feel.
I have to agree with (name of participant).

Disagreeing
Unfortunately, I see it differently.
Up to a point I agree with you, but...
(I'm afraid) I can't agree
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Advising and Suggesting

Let's ...
We should...
Why don't you....
How/What about ...
I suggest/recommend that...

Clarify ing

Let me spell out...
Have I made that clear?
Do you see what I'm getting at?
Let me put this another way...
I'd just like to repeat that...

Requesting Information

Please, can you...
I'd like you to...
Would you mind...?
I wonder if you could...

Asking for Repetition

I'm afraid I didn't understand that. Could you repeat what you just said?
I didn't catch that. Could you repeat that, please?
I missed that. Could you say it again, please?
Could you run that by me one more time?

Asking for Clarif icat ion

I don't quite follow you. What exactly do you mean?
I'm afraid I don't quite understand what you are getting at.
Could you explain to me how that is going to work?
I don't see what you mean. Could we have some more details, please?

Asking for Verif ication

You did say next week, didn't you? (‘Did' is stressed)
Do you mean that...?
Is it true that...?
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Asking for Spel l ing

Could you spell that, please?
Would you mind spelling that for me, please?

Asking for Contributions

We haven't heard from you yet, (name of participant).
What do you think about this proposal?
Would you like to add anything, (name of participant)?
Has anyone else got anything to contribute?
Are there any more comments?

Correcting Information

Sorry, I think you misunderstood what I said.
Sorry, that's not quite right.
I'm afraid you don't understand what I'm saying.
That's not quite what I had in mind.
That's not what I meant.

Keeping the Meeting on Target ( time, relevance, decisions)

We're running short of time.
Well, that seems to be all the time we have today.
Please be brief.
I'm afraid we've run out of time.
I'm afraid that's outside the scope of this meeting.
Let's get back on track, why don't we?
That's not really why we're here today.
Why don't we return to the main focus of today's meeting?
We'll have to leave that to another time.
We're beginning to lose sight of the main point.
Keep to the point, please.
I think we'd better leave that for another meeting.
Are we ready to make a decision?
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Running a Meeting

The following phrases are used to conduct a meeting. These phrases are useful if you are
called on to conduct a meeting.

Opening

Good morning/afternoon, everyone.
If we are all here, let's get started / start the meeting / start.

Welcoming and Introducing

Please join me in welcoming (name of participant)
We're pleased to welcome (name of participant)
I'd like to extend a warm welcome to (name of participant)
It's a pleasure to welcome (name of participant)
I'd like to introduce (name of participant)

Stating the Principal Objectives

We're here today to ...
I'd like to make sure that we ...
Our main aim today is to ...
I've called this meeting in order to ...

Giv ing Apologies for Someone Who is Absent

I'm afraid..; (name of participant) can't be with us today. She is in...
Unfortunately, (name of participant) ... will not be with us today because he ...
I have received apologies for absence from (name of participant), who is in (place).

Reading the Minutes (notes) of the Last Meeting

To begin with I'd like to quickly go through the minutes of our last meeting.
First, let's go over the report from the last meeting, which was held on (date)
Here are the minutes from our last meeting, which was on (date)

Deal ing with Recent Developments

Jack, can you tell us how the XYZ project is progressing?
Jack, how is the XYZ project coming along?
John, have you completed the report on the new accounting package?
Has everyone received a copy of the Tate Foundation report on current marketing
trends?

Moving Forward

So, if there is nothing else we need to discuss, let's move on to today's agenda.
Shall we get down to business?
Is there Any Other Business?
If there are no further developments, I'd like to move on to today's topic.
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Introducing the Agenda

Have you all received a copy of the agenda?
There are X items on the agenda. First ... second ... third ... lastly ...
Shall we take the points in this order?
If you don't mind, I'd like to go in order today.
skip item 1 and move on to item 3
I suggest we take item 2 last.

Allocating Roles (secretary,  part icipants)

(name of participant) has agreed to take the minutes.
(name of participant), would you mind taking the minutes?
(name of participant) has kindly agreed to give us a report on ...
(name of participant) will lead point 1, (name of participant) point 2, and (name of
participant) point 3.
(name of participant), would you mind taking notes today?

Agreeing on the Ground Rules for the Meeting (contributions, timing,
decision-making, etc.)

We will first hear a short report on each point first; followed by a discussion of ...
I suggest we go round the table first.
Let's make sure we finish by ...
I'd suggest we ...
There will be five minutes for each item.
We'll have to keep each item to 15 minutes. Otherwise we'll never get through.

Introducing the First I tem on the Agenda

So, let's start with ...
I'd suggest we start with...
Why don't we start with...
So, the first item on the agenda is
Pete, would you like to kick off?
Shall we start with ...
(name of participant); would you like to introduce this item?

Closing an Item

I think that takes care of the first item.
Shall we leave that item?
Why don't we move on to...?
If nobody has anything else to add, lets...

Next I tem

Let's move onto the next item
Now that we've discussed X, let's now ...
The next item on today's agenda is...
Now we come to the question of.
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Giv ing Control to the Next Participant

I'd like to hand over to (name of participant), who is going to lead the next point.
Next, (name of participant) is going to take us through ...
Now, I'd like to introduce (name of participant) who is going to...

Summariz ing

Before we close today's meeting, let me just summarize the main points.
Let me quickly go over today's main points.
To sum up...
OK, why don't we quickly summarize what we've done today?
In brief ...
Shall I go over the main points?

Finishing Up

Right, it looks as though we've covered the main items.
If there are no other comments, I'd like to wrap this meeting up.
Let's bring this to a close for today.
Is there Any Other Business?

Suggesting and Agreeing on Time, Date and Place for the Next Meeting

Can we set the date for the next meeting, please?
So, the next meeting will be on ... (day), the . . . (date) of.... (month) at ...
Let's next meet on ... (day), the . . . (date) of.... (month) at ... What about the following
Wednesday? How is that?

Thanking Participants for Attending

I'd like to thank Marianne and Jeremy for coming over from London.
Thank you all for attending.
Thanks for your participation.

Closing the Meeting

The meeting is finished, we'll see each other next ...
The meeting is closed.
I declare the meeting closed.
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Crutch Words
Crutch words are words that we unwittingly use when we cannot think of what to say next!

“…um…” “…you know…” “…like…” “…ah…”

You’ve all seen it before. What would otherwise be a great presentation becomes one
interrupted jumble of syllables. Instead of taking those key pauses to let the audience digest,
every moment of hesitation is filled with a crutch word. Maybe it happens to you.

Eliminating crutch words is one of the fastest ways to improve yourself as a speaker. Not
only does it display confidence to your audience, but you become easier to understand as
your message gets across. It isn’t easy to do, but if you can nuke those um’s and ah’s you are
one step closer to winning over the crowd.

Don’t Fear the Silence

Um’s and ah’s come because as a speaker you naturally want to avoid silence. You’ve been
conditioned for two-way conversations. When you pause, you get feedback from the other
person and the conversation continues. On the stage, it is only you talking and the silence can
be terrifying.

The first way to combat crutch words is to realize silence is a good thing. Few speakers talk
too slowly with too many pauses. Pauses help emphasize points and give listeners time to
understand what you are talking about. Remember, although you may be an international
expert and have a memorized speech, the audience needs more time to interpret what you
plan to say.

How to Combat the Crutch

Here are some suggestions for becoming a pause artist and eliminating crutch words from
your presentations:

1. Practice, practice, practice! - You should know your presentation backwards and
forwards before giving it. If you spend all your time thinking of what to say next, you
can’t put emphasis on avoiding crutch words. Once you eliminate crutch words you
can deliver unprepared speeches more effectively, but it is hard to cut the um’s if you
aren’t prepared.

2. Breathe In, Not Out - When you feel the temptation to ummm your way through a
point, breathe in. This may add a pause to your presentation, but it will be far better
than an ugly crutch word which blurs sentences together.

3. Avoid them in Conversation - You speak all the time. Watch your crutch words
when chatting with friends and family. If it helps on stage it will help in a
conversation. Plus you`ll get far more practice.

4. Get a Counter - If you’re giving an important speech, get a friend to count the amount
of times you utter an um or ah. Keeping numbers makes you highly aware of when
you’re using these speech-killers.

http://:@www.lifehack.org/articles/lifehack/how-to-cut-crutch-words-when-giving-a-speech.html
http://:@www.lifehack.org/articles/lifehack/how-to-cut-crutch-words-when-giving-a-speech.html
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5. Comma = 1 pause - Make a note whenever you are doing a presentation that every
comma you encounter should have a pause attached. You might want to run through a
list of ten items as if they were one thought. But force yourself to give a short count in
between each item. Your audience will thank you for the added emphasis and clarity.

6. Period = 2 pauses - The end of a sentence requires twice as much pause. There is a
time-delay between hearing your words and registering their meaning. Don`t cut over
this step by blurring together your sentences.

7. Double Underline - Underline key words and phrases and double underline
especially important ones. This is a technique I learned from a former radio
broadcaster. It helps you understand where to slow down and emphasize an individual
word. When you slow down to emphasize words, this reduces the temptation to inject
crutch words in between.

8. If Your Lost, Don`t Panic! - Um`s come in when you don`t have your next sentence
ready. Your mind is still constructing what you want to say next, so you feel throwing
a few um`s will fill the space until you’re ready. Don`t do this! Instead take a quick
pause before moving on. The audience won`t notice and it will make your
presentation smooth.

9. Enthusiasm Cuts Crunch - Imagine the presentation you have to give was the most
critical information the audience needed to hear. When you engage emotionally with
your speech topic, it becomes easier to emphasize points and avoid crutch words. If
you aren`t engaged, you might feel the urge to preface statements with crutch words
to downplay their importance.

10. Plan Tricky Parts - Know your conclusions and introductions word for word. Also
plan out any tricky parts of a presentation you might have difficulty explaining. If you
are preparing a business proposal and want to cover a sticky issue delicately, know
that section word for word.

11. Quality over Quantity - Speaking is a fairly inefficient medium for delivering large
volumes of information. Emphasize only a few points in a speech, but emphasize
them well and with repetition. A good way to have a presentation filled with um`s and
ah`s is to cram a five minute speech with twenty minutes of information.

Bonus Tip -  Join Toastmasters

I strongly suggest joining Toastmasters to anyone wanting to improve their speaking and get
rid of those nasty crutch words

Toastmasters can also do more than just help you cut crutch words. They can also work with
you on the finer points of presenting, such as gestures, tone of voice, body language and
content. By working on these points you can master your craft and have the confidence to
speak in front of any audience.
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A Business Meeting in English
The following dialogue is an example of a typical business meeting. As you can see from the
dialogue, a typical business meeting can be divided into five parts:

This example business meeting is followed by the two sections which provide key language
and phrases appropriate for typical business meetings.

In troductions

Meeting Chairman: If we are all here, let's get started. First of all, I'd like you to please join
me in welcoming Jack Peterson, our Southwest Area Sales Vice President.

Jack Peterson: Thank you for having me, I'm looking forward to today's meeting.

Meeting Chairman: I'd also like to introduce Margaret Simmons who recently joined our
team.

Margaret Simmons: May I also introduce my assistant, Bob Hamp.

Meeting Chairman: Welcome Bob. I'm afraid our national sales director, Anne Trusting,
can't be with us today. She is in Kobe at the moment, developing our Far East sales force.

Reviewing Past Business

Meeting Chairman: Let's get started. We're here today to discuss ways of improving sales in
rural market areas. First, let's go over the report from the last meeting which was held on June
24th. Right, Tom, over to you.

Tom Robbins: Thank you Mark. Let me just summarize the main points of the last meeting.
We began the meeting by approving the changes in our sales reporting system discussed on
May 30th. After briefly revising the changes that will take place, we moved on to a
brainstorming session concerning after sales customer support improvements. You'll find a
copy of the main ideas developed and discussed in these sessions in the photocopies in front
of you. The meeting was declared closed at 11.30.

Beginning the Meet ing

Meeting Chairman: Thank you Tom. So, if there is nothing else we need to discuss, let's
move on to today's agenda. Have you all received a copy of today's agenda? If you don't
mind, I'd like to skip item 1 and move on to item 2: Sales improvement in rural market areas.
Jack has kindly agreed to give us a report on this matter. Jack?

Discussing Items

Jack Peterson: Before I begin the report, I'd like to get some ideas from you all. How do you
feel about rural sales in your sales districts? I suggest we go round the table first to get all of
your input.
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John Ruting: In my opinion, we have been focusing too much on urban customers and their
needs. The way I see things, we need to return to our rural base by developing an advertising
campaign to focus on their particular needs.

Alice Linnes: I'm afraid I can't agree with you. I think rural customers want to feel as
important as our customers living in cities. I suggest we give our rural sales teams more help
with advanced customer information reporting.

Donald Peters: Excuse me, I didn't catch that. Could you repeat that, please?

Alice Linnes: I just stated that we need to give our rural sales team’s better customer
information reporting.

John Ruting: I don't quite follow you. What exactly do you mean?

Alice Linnes: Well, we provide our city sales staff with database information on all of our
larger clients. We should be providing the same sort of knowledge on our rural customers to
our sales staff there.

Jack Peterson: Would you like to add anything, Jennifer?

Jennifer Miles: I must admit I never thought about rural sales that way before. I have to
agree with Alice.

Jack Peterson: Well, let me begin with this Power Point presentation (Jack presents his
report).

Jack Peterson: As you can see, we are developing new methods to reach out to our rural
customers.

John Ruting: I suggest we break up into groups and discuss the ideas we've seen presented.

Finishing the Meeting

Meeting Chairman: Unfortunately, we're running short of time. We'll have to leave that to
another time.

Jack Peterson: Before we close, let me just summarize the main points:

· Rural customers need special help to feel more valued.
· Our sales teams need more accurate information on our customers.
· A survey will be completed to collect data on spending habits in these areas.
· The results of this survey will be delivered to our sales teams
· We are considering specific data mining procedures to help deepen our understanding.

Meeting Chairman: Thank you very much Jack. Right, it looks as though we've covered the
main items, is there any other business?

Donald Peters: Can we fix the next meeting, please?
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Meeting Chairman: Good idea Donald. How does Friday in two weeks time sound to
everyone? Let's meet at the same time, 9 o'clock. Is that OK for everyone? Excellent, I'd like
to thank Jack for coming to our meeting today. The meeting is closed.
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Vocabulary

A.G.M. abbr. Annual General Meeting

A.O.B. abbr. Any Other Business [usually the last item on an agenda]

absent adj. not here; not at the meeting; not present

agenda n. a written programme or schedule for a meeting

apologies n. item on agenda announcing people who are absent; apologies for absence

ballot n. a type of vote, usually in writing and usually secret- secret ballot n.

casting vote n. a deciding vote (usually by the chairman) when the votes are otherwise equal

chairman n. the person who leads or presides at a meeting; chairperson; chair

conference n. formal meeting for discussion, esp. a regular one held by an organisation

conference call n. telephone call between three or more people in different locations

consensus n. general agreement

decision n. a conclusion or resolution to do something - to decide v.

item n. a separate point for discussion [as listed on an agenda]

matters arising n. item on agenda for discussion of what has happened as a result of last meeting

minutes n. a written record of everything said at a meeting

proxy vote n. a vote cast by one person for or in place of another

show of hands n. raised hands to express an opinion in a vote

unanimous adj. in complete agreement; united in opinion

videoconference n. conference of people in different locations linked by satellite, TV etc

vote v. to express opinion in a group by voice or hand etc - also n. - to cast a vote v.
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